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Abstract: Seeking to shift the discussion of the concept of authenticity in tourism scholarship
from the dominant concern with tourist experiences to the more sociological problem of the
processes of authentication of tourist attractions, we conceptualize two analytically distinct,
but practically often intersecting, modes of authentication of attractions, ‘‘cool’’ and
‘‘hot’’. Through a range of examples, we demonstrate the implications of the two modes
for the dynamics of the constitution of tourist attractions, examine their interaction, and illus-
trate how ‘‘cool’’ and ‘‘hot’’ authentication can be conducive to different types of personal
experiences of authenticity. We furthermore explore the crucial question of who is autho-
rized to authenticate tourist attractions, and thereby uncover issues of power and contestation
in the politics of authentication. Keywords: authentication, authenticity, performativity,
power, tourist attractions. � 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
INTRODUCTION

The sociological treatment of the relationship between tourism and
modernity has been focused on the concept of ‘‘authenticity,’’ ever
since MacCannell (1973, 1976) introduced it into the academic dis-
course of tourism in the 1970s, in his argument regarding the ‘‘staged
authenticity’’ of tourist attractions. In the wide-ranging discussion fol-
lowing MacCannell’s opening, the concept has been interpreted and
re-interpreted in various ways with regard to such issues as the nature
of authenticity, its construction and experience (e.g. Bruner, 2005;
Belhassen, Caton, & Stewart, 2008; Buchmann, Moore, & Fisher,
2010; Cohen, 1988, 2007a; Crang, 1996; Knudsen & Waade, 2010;
Lau, 2010; Olsen, 2002; Reisinger & Steiner, 2006; Rickly-Boyd, 2012;
Steiner & Reisinger, 2006). However, the discussion failed to lead to
a broad consensus, which would make authenticity the anchor of a gen-
eral paradigm for the study of modern tourism, but instead resulted in
diverse theoretical perspectives (Rickly-Boyd, 2012). The three types of
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authenticity distinguished by Wang (1999, 2000), objective (object)
authenticity (further discussed by Lau, 2010; Reisinger & Steiner,
2006), constructed authenticity (Cohen, 1988; Olsen, 2002) and exis-
tential (subjective) authenticity (Steiner & Reisinger, 2006) are still
engendering separate discourses, despite some efforts at bridging them
(e.g. Rickly-Boyd, 2012).

It is important to note that the three discourses are not on the same
level: while objective (object) authenticity and existential (subjective)
authenticity denote different types of (personally experienced)
authenticity, constructed authenticity does not; rather, it relates implic-
itly to the process of social construction of the other two types. But,
though frequently deployed as a concept, the processes by which
authenticity is constructed remain analytically under-developed. Sev-
eral important questions are still un-explicated: Is there only one or
are there several ways by which authenticity is established in the tour-
ism domain? Is there a difference between the processes through
which objective, as against existential, authenticity is established?
Who has the power to endow tourist attractions with authenticity?

In this article we shall approach these questions from a new perspec-
tive: the process of authentication. It should be noted that, whereas the
concept of authenticity has been widely discussed in tourism studies,
authentication, as the social process by which the authenticity of an
attraction is confirmed, remains almost unexplored. The issue of
authentication has, however, recently attracted the attention of several
researchers (e.g. Alexander, 2009; Ateljevic & Doorne, 2005; Noy,
2009; Xie, 2011). Jackson (1999, p. 101) in fact went so far as to ‘‘pro-
pose to abandon the search for ‘authenticity’ and to examine the more
tractable question of ‘authentication’’’ instead. Xie (2011), in his dis-
cussion of ethnic culture, similarly advocates a shift away from authen-
ticity to an emphasis on processes of authentication. However, such
programmatic declarations did not yet lead to a systematic theoretical
elaboration of the concept. In this article we start to do so, by distin-
guishing two contrasting modes of authentication, ‘‘cool’’ and
‘‘hot,’’ and discussing their wider implications.

We define ‘‘authentication’’ as a process by which something—a
role, product, site, object or event—is confirmed as ‘‘original’’, ‘‘gen-
uine’’, ‘‘real’’ or ‘‘trustworthy’’. We aim to show that, at least in the
field of tourism, there exist two different, yet often co-constitutive,
modes of that process: however, whereas ‘‘cool’’ authentication corre-
sponds to accepted common-sense and dictionary definitions of the
term, ‘‘hot’’ authentication differs from them. The conceptualization
and documentation of the latter, with regard to the field of tourism,
is thus the principal aim of this article. Second, we aim to show that
these processes do not only differ in the manner in which they estab-
lish the authenticity of attractions, but also in the manner in which
they influence the cultural, social and political dynamics of the authen-
ticated phenomena. Third, we shall seek to demonstrate that the two
kinds of authentication are conducive to different kinds of personal
experiences of authenticity. Finally, we shall examine the patterns of
interaction between the two modes of authentication in several actual
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situations. Many of our examples are drawn from the previous
empirical research of one of the present authors. As much of this re-
search has taken place in non-Western contexts, the examples offer a
fresh alternative to the Occidentalocentric focus that has characterized
the majority of past studies of authenticity in tourism.

We have built our conceptual approach on Tom Selwyn’s (1996, p.
21–28) seminal distinction between ‘‘hot’’ and ‘‘cool’’ authenticity.
Though possibly similar aims underpin both our distinctions, we em-
ploy the dichotomy in somewhat different ways than Selwyn did, and
draw from it different implications. Selwyn (1996, p. 20–21) conceived
of ‘‘hot’’ authenticity as that ‘‘aspect of the imagined world of tourist
make-believe . . .concerned with questions of self and society,’’ in par-
ticular with the quest for an ‘‘authentic self’’ and ‘‘authentic other.’’
Selwyn (ibid, p. 24) exemplifies the concept of hot authenticity
through Golden’s (1996) case study of the Diaspora Museum in Tel-
Aviv, which enables (Jewish) visitors to plot ‘‘their individual genealo-
gies back through several generations [and thereby] locate them-
selves . . .within a wider framework of the diaspora,’’ a proceeding by
which ‘‘the authenticity of the visitors’ selves is confirmed in relation
to the social life depicted by the museum.’’ In contrast, Selwyn distin-
guishes the concept of ‘‘cool’’ authenticity as ‘‘reserved for proposi-
tions which aim to be open to the kinds of procedures described by
Popper [i.e. are subject to falsification] . . .which would like to claim
a different kind of legitimacy from those in the former category [i.e.
that of hot authenticity].’’

Selwyn thus seems to distinguish between a ‘‘social’’ and a ‘‘scientific’’
version of authenticity, or in more theoretical terms, an ‘‘emic’’ and an
‘‘etic’’ one—one espoused by the tourists, the other representing a the-
oretical top-down approach. We retain the terms ‘‘hot’’ and ‘‘cool’’,
however, in constructing our present argument, rather than for instance
‘‘emic/etic’’ or ‘‘social/scientific’’, because these terms are loaded with
an emotive power that we seek to harness. While making a parallel con-
ceptual distinction with regard to processes of authentication, our aim
goes beyond Selwyn’s: we seek to re-direct the discourse of tourism away
from the dominant socio-psychological concern with the tourists’ expe-
rience and focus instead on the distinct social and political processes
associated with each mode of the authentication of tourist attractions.
THE TWO MODES OF AUTHENTICATION

To designate something as authentic is associated with the confer-
ring of status and is bound up with issues of power (Xie, 2011). To this
end, Xie identifies key stakeholders, including governments, tourism
businesses, tourists and ethnic communities, as implicated in the
authentication of ethnic tourism products. Xie’s principal goal is to
investigate how stakeholders make claims to, and attempt to legitimate,
their constructions of ethnicity and culture as against similar attempts
by others. Similarly, Ateljevic and Doorne (2005) view authentication
through a dialectical lens in which authenticity is mutually negotiated
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between producers (local tourism entrepreneurs) and consumers
(tourists). Yet, neither Xie (2011) nor Ateljevic and Doorne (2005),
nor any other author, have sought to distinguish or conceptualize dif-
ferent kinds of social processes through which the authenticity of var-
ious tourism attractions is confirmed or authenticated.

We have distinguished two such processes, ‘‘cool and ‘‘hot’’ authen-
tication. However, rather than attempt just to contrast the dichoto-
mous terms to one another, we shall show how the two processes of
authentication are interlinked, as the dynamics of one intersects with
that of the other, contributing to a fluid, and sometimes politically rife
and unstable, relationship. We shall thereby raise issues of power that
are bound up and hidden in inscriptions of authentication.

It is important to note, that in examining authentication in the con-
text of tourist attractions, we do not seek to perpetuate a worldview of
tourism as separate from everyday life. Rather, as tourism is increas-
ingly imbricated with other realms of life (Edensor, 2007; Gale,
2009), from the mundane through the sacred, our discussion necessar-
ily engages domains of art, folklore, religion, archaeology and science
as they interrelate with tourism.

Authentication endows an object, site or event with authenticity; it
thus involves performativity, a concept introduced into linguistic phi-
losophy by John Austin (1970), which has been recently induced into
the discourse of authenticity by Knudsen and Waade (2010). However,
as we illustrate below, ‘‘performativity’’ can be deployed in two differ-
ent senses: in ‘‘cool’’ authentication it is typically an explicit ‘‘perfor-
mative speech act’’ (Austin, 1970, p. 242), whereas in ‘‘hot’’
authentication it becomes, as implied in the use of the term by
Knudsen and Waade (2010), a constitutive performative process.
‘‘Cool’’ Authentication

‘‘Cool’’ authentication is typically a single, explicit, often formal or
even official, performative (speech) act, by which the authenticity of
an object, site, event, custom, role or person is declared to be original,
genuine or real, rather than a copy, fake or spurious. Acts of ‘‘cool’’
authentication may be based on scientific knowledge (cf. Selwyn,
1996, p. 26), on expertise, on personal knowledge claims or on divine
inspiration. But it is important to note that coolly authenticating acts
will be effective only if deployed by an identifiable authenticating
agent, whether historical or contemporary, who is deemed entitled
by her or his personal charisma, institutional position, privileged
knowledge or social or religious status to perform such acts. Nonethe-
less, such acts do not necessarily lead to consensus. Rather, they are of-
ten open to criticism, resistance, controversy or negotiation (Ateljevic
& Dorne, 2005).

In contemporary society, ‘‘cool’’ authentication is frequently for-
mally granted by ‘‘certification;’’ in a similar, but broader sense, the
process by which a role or institution is evaluated and recognized as
‘‘meeting certain predetermined standards or qualifications’’ is known
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as ‘‘accreditation’’ (Morrison, Hsieh, & Wang, 1992, p. 33). These
procedures are common in fields in which genuineness or truthfulness
play a crucial role, such as in the art and antiques trade, or in the pro-
fessions, such as medicine or engineering, in which the veracity of a di-
ploma or permit plays a critical role in gaining a client’s trust.
However, it is important to point out the relativistic implications of
our definition: the validity of any ‘‘cool’’ authentication depends on
the kinds of procedures by which it is established (or claimed to be
established). There are therefore far-reaching manipulative opportuni-
ties implicit in acts of ‘‘cool’’ authentication, as we shall yet see.

In the domain of tourism, however, in comparison with such do-
mains as art or medicine, ‘‘the level of authentication is very low,’’ as
MacCannell (1976, p. 14) already observed long ago in his discussion
of ‘‘staged authenticity’’. There exist few, if any, formal criteria or ac-
cepted procedures to determine and codify the authenticity of attrac-
tions. Tourist attractions or tourist-oriented products are also rarely
formally certified. There exist some environmental accreditation
schemes, such as Green Globe, that provide certification of the sustain-
ability of the operations and management of tourism companies and
their suppliers (Font, 2002). However, such schemes seek to audit
and accredit products for recognition and acceptance in the market-
place through a set of established standards, rather than certify a prod-
uct as genuine or original.

Some certifications are based on expert institutional authentication,
as for example those that seek to convey a ‘‘content of authenticity’’ or
genuineness to the physical attributes of a geographic area and/or the
culture of its inhabitants; prominent among these on a global scale are
the ‘‘World Heritage Sites’’ (WHS), certified by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) (Lorenz-
ini, Calzati, & Giudici, 2011, p. 542). Indigenous people have also
made efforts to gain institutional power to legally authenticate tour-
ist-oriented objects, by certification of souvenirs and crafts as ‘‘hand-
made’’, or made by indigenous producers, as, for example, the
certification system sought by the Aotearoa Maori Tourism Federation
for control over standards of authenticity of Maori tourism products in
New Zealand (Ryan, 1997). The flip-side of such efforts is to seek to
prevent unauthorized reproduction of aboriginal peoples’ art prod-
ucts. Thus, Canada’s 1988 Copyright Act, ‘‘prohibits unauthorized
reproductions of an [aboriginal] artist’s work’’ (Blundell, 1993,
p. 71), while its Consumer and Corporate Affairs agency seeks to pre-
vent the deceptive marketing of imitation aboriginal artwork, known
as ‘‘fakelore’’ (ibid, p. 74) (in practice, however, as Evans-Pritchard
[1987, p. 291] observes in the context of Native American crafts, ‘‘no
art has a pristine unilineal tradition’’ and the distinctions between
‘‘folklore’’ and ‘‘fakelore’’ can become blurred or create tensions
amongst stakeholders). In most non-Western countries, however, few
efforts have been made to formally protect, authenticate or certify
the craft and art products of tribal and other minority peoples.

Aside from such examples, the ‘‘cool’’ authentication of tourist
attractions is largely vague and devoid of a firm institutional or legal
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basis. It is generally unclear who has the authority to authenticate tour-
ist attractions; the field is thus open to manipulation and contestation.
Thus Koontz (2010) demonstrates how producers and marketers seek
to enhance the appeal of their products (including some in the do-
main of tourism), and distinguish them from mainstream everyday
mass-products, by authenticating them as either reflecting the Other
(‘‘othering’’) or some pre-modern ‘‘tradition’’ (‘‘traditionalizing’’ in
Kooontz’s terms). Such vague and unregulated forms of authentication
facilitate the virtually unrestricted staging of the authenticity of tourist
attractions.

‘‘Coolly’’ authenticated objects, sites or events typically evoke appre-
ciation with an emotional overtone—as when a visitor to a museum
appreciates a ‘‘real’’ painting by Brueghel or Franz Hals (as against
reproductions or fakes), or a tourist favors an authenticated ‘‘genuine’’
piece of folk art or performance of a local custom, over a contrived
one. We hence suggest that in the domain of tourism, ‘‘cool’’ authen-
tication tends to be conducive to personal experiences of ‘‘objective
(object) authenticity’’ (Belhassen et al., 2008; Lau, 2010).
‘‘Hot’’ Authentication

‘‘Hot’’ authentication is an immanent, reiterative, informal perfor-
mative process of creating, preserving and reinforcing an object’s, site’s
or event’s authenticity. It is typically an anonymous course of action,
lacking a well-recognized authenticating agent. The process of ‘‘hot’’
authentication is emotionally loaded, based on belief, rather than
proof, and is therefore largely immune to external criticism. ‘‘Hot’’
authentication involves a high degree of commitment and self-invest-
ment on part of the participants. It is an accumulative, self-reinforcing
process: the performative practices by and between visitors help to gen-
erate, safeguard and amplify the authenticity of the visited site or event.
The persistence of ‘‘hot’’ authentication depends on reiterative perfor-
mative reinforcement by such practices as paying obeisance, worship-
ping, venerating, witnessing, making offerings or taking vows; these
practices are often accompanied by emotional expressions of commit-
ment, devotion or identification with the venerated object, site or
event. The relationships between social actors, when performing acts
of ‘‘hot’’ authentication, are often characterized by a sense of com-
munitas (Turner, 1973).

The veneration of, or devotion to, ‘‘hotly’’ authenticated objects or
sites is frequently expressed materially in items, such as in offerings of vo-
tive objects, candles, flowers, and various other prestations, as well as in
graffiti, inscriptions and written supplications presented or left by visi-
tors. The accumulation of such items around the venerated object or site
in turn reinforces and augments its ‘‘hot’’ authentication for visitors.

The principal differences between the two processes of authentica-
tion can be summed up as follows: ‘‘Cool’’ authentication is declara-
tive, often based on a ‘‘proof’’; ‘‘hot’’ authentication is implicit, based
on belief. ‘‘Cool’’ authentication is enacted without the participation
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of the public—its effectiveness depends on the credibility of the
authenticating authority; ‘‘hot’’ authentication is not explicitly en-
acted, but socially produced in a participatory process. ‘‘Cool’’ authen-
tication tends to be static, independent of the visiting public; ‘‘hot’’
authentication is dynamic, maintained and augmented by the visitors’
performative practices. ‘‘Cool’’ authentication is typically constituted
by a single act; ‘‘hot’’ authentication is built up gradually, in an ongo-
ing process. ‘‘Hot’’ authentication is thus an affective self-reinforcing
process in which the sacredness, sublimity, or genuineness of sites, ob-
jects or events is constantly perpetuated, confirmed (and augmented)
by public practice, rather than by some declaration. This perpetuation
is often externally expressed by material symbols of veneration, left be-
hind by visitors.

The distinguishing traits of ‘‘hot’’ authentication are well illustrated
by a case study, carried out by one of the authors, on the ascent of the
‘‘Naga fireballs’’ from the Mekong river, on the border between Laos
and northeastern Thailand, during the ok pansa festival (the end of pan-
sa, the Buddhist rainy season retreat, popularly known as the ‘‘Buddhist
Lent’’). The mythological Naga serpents (phayanak) are believed to live
in the depths of the river, and to shoot the fireballs from there in cele-
bration of Buddha’s return from heaven, where he had taught his
mother Dharma during the pansa period. Thousands of people assem-
ble at the banks of the river, shouting in excitement whenever a fireball
is observed. Several alternative explanations of the phenomenon have
been offered: some claimed that it is a natural phenomenon, others that
it is man-made, but neither explanation had much impact on the wide-
spread belief that it is a supernatural event (Cohen, 2007b). This belief
continues to support the flow of worshipers to the banks of the river;
and their excitement, in turn, supports the belief in the supernatural
source of the event. The worshipers are thus not just ‘‘spectators;’’ they
form a community of believers, implicated in the event itself, contribut-
ing to, and strengthening, its ‘‘hot’’ authentication.

This example is telling, precisely because there are competing alter-
native explanations of the event, which, if accepted, would deny its
supernatural origins, debunk it as a fake, or at least ‘‘coolly’’ authenti-
cate it as a rare natural phenomenon (ibid). But unlike visitors to the
Great Geyser in Iceland or the Old Faithful in Yellowstone National
Park, Wyoming, the continuous attractiveness of the Naga fireballs is
not sustained by excitement over the powers of nature, but rather over
their mysterious, supernatural origins.

Our conceptualization of ‘‘hot’’ authentication resembles Geertz’s
(1973, p. 90) definition of religion as a self-reinforcing system, in which
‘‘powerful, pervasive and long-lasting moods and motivations’’ are for-
mulated into ‘‘conceptions of a general order of existence’’ and
clothed ‘‘with such an aura of factuality’’ that those ‘‘moods and moti-
vations seem uniquely realistic’’. However, Geertz’s definition is formu-
lated on the symbolic and thus ultimately intellectual level, while ours
is formulated on the level of praxis: the belief strengthens the (ritual)
performance, and the performance strengthens the belief. As Smith
(1987, p. 28) observes regarding the conferring of meaning to ‘‘place’’
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through practice—‘‘human beings are not placed, they bring place
into being’’. ‘‘Hot’’ authentication therefore imbricates the individual
in a way in which ‘‘cool’’ authentication does not: he or she is part of
the authentication process, rather than only an observer of a site, ob-
ject or event, authenticated by others.

We suggest that performative practices of ‘‘hot’’ authentication,
whether at a site, event or towards an object, engage the individual
and are often conducive to personal experiences of ‘‘existential
authenticity’’, a state of being, associated with ‘‘having a sense of one’s
own identity’’ (Steiner & Reisinger, 2006, p. 300; see also Kim & Jamal,
2007; Wang, 1999). Such experiences are generally spontaneous and
serendipitous, akin to Cary’s (2004, p. 64) ‘‘tourist moment’’, in which
perceptions of ‘‘self-discovery and communal belonging’’ give rise to a
temporary feeling of existential ‘‘truth’’. Oakes (2006, p. 237) similarly
shows how authenticity is reified through intersubjective encounters as
‘‘that ideal moment when alienation disappears and the fragmented
world becomes whole again’’. Existential authenticity can consequently
be viewed as an experiential reflection of the individual’s performative
participation in the process of ‘‘hot’’ authentication.

Self-invested in performative practices of authentication, the adher-
ents or promoters of the ‘‘hot’’ authentication of an object, site or
event are generally resistant to criticism or ‘‘cool’’ proofs of deceit
or falsification, and often hostile to attempts to discredit or de-authen-
ticate it. A rather extreme example of the latter is the controversy over
a legendary heroine, Thao Suranari (Lady Mo, see Korat Post (circa
January, 2007) whose statue in Nakhon Ratchasima (or Korat), the
principal city of northeastern Thailand, has become ‘‘a religious land-
mark for the people of Korat and . . .of the northeastern region gener-
ally’’ (Jory, 2003), and a major source of income for providers of
devotional offerings to the heroine. In 1995 a master’s thesis on Thao
Suranari was published as a book. It revealed that,
‘‘[T]here is no evidence . . . to indicate the existence, let alone hero-
ism, of Thao Suranari . . .This thesis was interpreted as a slight on
the people of Korat. Demonstrations . . .by various groups, goaded
on by local politicians [demanded] that the book be burned, that
[the author] apologize to the monument, and that her master’s
degree be withdrawn. Eventually [the publisher] was forced to recall
the book; [the author] went into hiding and was later transferred
from her school in Nakhon Ratchasima to another province’’ (Jory,
2003; see also Keyes, 2002).
An attempt at ‘‘cool’’ de-authentication of the venerated site was thus
thwarted by the supporters of its ‘‘hot’’ authentication, and by power-
ful local leaders, who had a vested interest in preserving and augment-
ing the cult of Thao Suranari. One of the present authors, who has
followed the development of the site for many years, found on his re-
cent visit in 2011 that the scope of veneration of the heroine has ex-
panded considerably since the dispute, with a large number of stalls
surrounding the monument making a living by providing flowers, can-
dles and other ritual articles to the worshippers. The rich display of



Table 1. Comparing ‘‘Cool’’ and ‘‘Hot’’ Authentication

Criterion Cool authentication Hot authentication

Basis of authority Scientific knowledge claims,
expertise, proof

Belief, commitment, devotion

Agent Authorized person or
institutions

No single identifiable agent,
performative conduct of
attending public

Approach Formal criteria, accepted
procedures

Diffuse and incremental

Role of public Low, observer High, imbricated, participatory
Practices Declaration, certification,

accreditation
Ritual, offerings, communal

support, resistance
Temporality Single act, static Gradual, dynamic, accumulative
Conducive to personal

experiences of
Objective authenticity Existential authenticity

Continuance Dependent on credibility of
agent

Reiterative, requires continual
(re)enactment

Impact on dynamics of
attraction

Stagnating effect, fossilization Augmentative and
transformative
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these ritual paraphernalia strengthens the ‘‘hot’’ authentication of the
heroine, and serves as an impediment to any further attempt to
‘‘coolly’’ de-authenticate it.

The differences between ‘‘cool’’ and ‘‘hot’’ authentication, dis-
cussed above, are schematically presented in Table 1.

We now turn the discussion to how ‘‘cool’’ and ‘‘hot’’ authentication
can have a differential impact on the dynamics of the constitution of
attractions.
Comparative Dynamics

We suggest that the two modes of authentication generate two highly
distinct dynamics, which often intersect, co-influence or exist in ten-
sion with each other. The authoritative, declarative ‘‘cool’’ authentica-
tion of an object, site or event is conducive to its isolation from the
‘‘flow of everyday life,’’ and might eventuate in its stagnation or fossil-
ization. This stagnating effect of ‘‘cool’’ authentication is clearly appar-
ent in the process of ‘‘museumization,’’ and is most obvious in the
‘‘old-fashioned’’ museum, in which ‘‘coolly’’ authenticated objects
are collected, isolated, de-contextualized and displayed for inspection
and appreciation by the visiting public. But stagnation is also common
in the so-called ‘‘living museums,’’ where local inhabitants are induced
or forced to dress and behave in petrified ‘‘traditional’’ ways. Similar
stagnating effects can be found in a wide range of other efforts at pres-
ervation or conservation of ‘‘coolly’’ authenticated objects, sites or
events, such as in official efforts at the protection of local heritage,
which prohibit any (external) alterations in old buildings or preserved
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urban neighborhoods. Fossilization effects are perhaps most extreme
in those national parks and heritage sites, from which the inhabitants
have been banned in the name of protection of their distinguishing
characteristics. Such sites tend to become ‘‘‘frozen in time’ as exotic
spectacle[s] for tourist consumption, rather than being allowed to
evolve and modernize as an integral and living part of the city [or of
any other context]’’ (Suntikul, Butler, & Airey, 2010, p. 210).

In contrast, ‘‘hot’’ authentication reinforces and augments an ob-
ject’s, site’s or event’s vitality, and might therefore contribute to its buoy-
ancy, and boost its wider touristic attractiveness. Recent research on
performativity in tourism studies (e.g. Knudsen & Waade, 2010; Noy,
2009), for example, has documented the constitutive role of the public
in the (hot) authentication of objects, sites or events of touristic interest.
These authors stress that performativity leads to the permeability of bar-
riers between the ‘‘stage’’ and the ‘‘audience’’ at tourist attractions; they
perceive the audience or public as implicated in the proceedings, and
thereby open a perspective from which the audience can be seen as con-
stituting or transforming them. Edensor (2001, p. 71) similarly notes
that ‘‘[b]esides the increasingly staged nature of tourism, tourist space
is also (re)produced by tourists, who perform diverse meanings about
symbolic places.’’ Baerenholdt, Haldrup, Larsen, and Urry (2004) like-
wise argue that tourists’ performances co-produce places.

Since ‘‘hot’’ authentication is produced by the performative conduct
of the attending public, the authenticity of a ‘‘hotly’’ authenticated ob-
ject, site or event emerges incrementally, from often inconspicuous
beginnings, and is constantly reinforced with the growth of its popular-
ity, reputation or fame. As ‘‘performative norms need to be continually
enacted to retain their power’’ (Edensor, 2001, p. 62), ‘‘hot’’ authen-
tication is an ongoing reiterative process. Thus, the allegedly miracu-
lous apparitions of Virgin Mary (Hermkens, Jansen, & Notermans,
2009) tend to attract devotees, whose ‘‘performative action’’ (Coleman
& Eade, 2004, p. 15–16) hotly authenticates the site, and thereby at-
tracts additional worshippers. A notable recent example of this process
is the case of the Marian apparition in the Catholic Croatian village of
Medjugorje (presently in Bosnia and Herzegovina) in 1981 (Bax, 1991;
Skrbiš, 2005), which from modest beginnings rapidly gained wide pop-
ularity and turned the anonymous village into a major pilgrimage site,
attracting millions of devotees. Similarly, the Mekong fireballs have in
the past attracted little attention (Cohen, 2007b), but in recent times
started to draw huge crowds from all over Thailand, whose size in some
years swells to well over 100,000. The very presence of such big crowds
on those sites, and their excitement or devotion, serves to augment the
belief in the miraculous nature of the celebrated events, thereby main-
taining and re-enforcing their ‘‘hot’’ authentication.
Interactions

The two modes of authentication in some instances combine without
tension and can be seen as co-constitutive of the authenticity of a site.
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An interesting manifestation of such coalescence is the inclination of
visitors to ‘‘hotly’’ authenticate some aspects of otherwise ‘‘coolly’’
authenticated attractions, such as monuments or museum objects. In
Thailand, for example, officially erected monuments of Thai kings of
the past, executed in a ‘‘heroic-realist’’ style as part of the Thai ‘‘civic’’
religion (Reynolds, 1977), frequently become objects of popular vener-
ation, which ‘‘hotly’’ authenticates these images as possessing some
intrinsic power to fulfill the worshippers’ supplications. Altars are com-
monly erected at these monuments, where visitors present offerings of
flower garlands and various figurines, and other objects, allegedly
appreciated by the deceased kings. Similarly, some important Buddha
images, displayed in the National Museum as examples of historical
artistic styles, are worshipped in situ by Thai visitors.

Another telling example comes from Noy’s (2009) study of the
Ammunition Hill Museum in Jerusalem. The ‘‘cool’’ authentication
of the museum is provided by the authorities, who choose to locate
it on the actual site of the battle for the hill, and display in it original
documents and other artifacts (ibid). But that authentication is supple-
mented by the ‘‘hot’’ authentication of the site by way of the visitors’
emotion-loaded inscriptions in the visitor book. Noy (ibid, p. 121) ar-
gues that the ‘‘[visitor] book offers a compelling stage on which
authenticity can be actively performed by the visitors’’. This performa-
tive action by the visitors actually contributes to the expansion of the
Museum’s exhibition, since, ‘‘. . .whatever is registered in/on [the
book] instantly becomes part of the exhibit . . .and thus becomes a
(temporary) permanent element in the museum’s interior’’ (ibid, p.
122).

Implicit in the destabilization of the boundary between stage and
audience, is the possibility that the public might not only supplement
or reinforce a ‘‘cool’’ authentication of a tourist attraction by enacting
a ‘‘hot’’ one, but also display resistance (Edensor, 2001) by subverting
officially ‘‘coolly’’ authenticated objects, sites or events. Lacy and
Douglass (2002, p. 7) suggest that tourist sites are spaces ‘‘within which
multiple interpretations of a single ostensible culture can be negoti-
ated, contested and consumed (whether by natives or outsiders)’’ in
‘‘furtherance of cultural, political and economic goals’’ (ibid, p. 5).
Hence the authentication of objects, sites or events, even of those
‘‘coolly’’ authenticated through declarative acts, is not necessarily
fixed, but subject to being contested and transformed on the ground.
Accordingly, Judith Butler (1990, p. 282, 277) notes that whilst the
public (audience) must always act ‘‘within the terms of the perfor-
mance’’ taking place ‘‘on the stage’’, public (or individual) perfor-
mances can also ‘‘expand the cultural field bodily through subversive
performances of various kinds’’. Individual performances therefore
not only mirror and sustain normative boundaries, but have the capac-
ity to transgress and subvert them (Bell, 2008).

The conduct of some tourists at the Blarney Stone in Cork, Ireland is a
mild case of such subversion. According to legend, kissing the stone will
lead to sudden Irish eloquence; this ritual, which requires a visitor to
hang upside down from the parapet of Blarney Castle with the
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assistance of another person, while sticking one’s head through a hole in
the castle wall, has been performed by visitors to Blarney Castle for over
200 years and is described as ‘‘an exploit brought to life through creative
action’’ (Costa, 2009, p. 91). Over time the attending public has thus
‘‘hotly’’ authenticated the site through its reiterative performance of
kissing the stone, despite competing stories over the stone’s origins.
The site eventually became commodified as a tourist attraction by Blar-
ney Castle Estate, who installed protective iron guiderails and crossbars
to prevent risk to participants, alongside charging visitor entrance fees,
constructing a souvenir shop and offering coach parking. However, vis-
itors now frequently contaminate the site by sticking their unwanted
chewing gum to the wall into which the stone is built. As a result, in
2009 the site was named by TripAdvisor as the world’s most unhygienic
attraction (The Telegraph, 2009). Such conduct, a travesty of the custom
of leaving votive objects at a pilgrimage site, can be seen as a mimicry of it,
since the chewing gum similarly accumulates through reiterative prac-
tice, but also as an implicit expression of disrespect, indicating a depre-
cation of the belief in the legendary magical power of the stone.

The subversive potential of the public is more forcefully exemplified
in Obrador and Carter’s (2010) study of Tactical Tourism, a project by a
group of artists in Barcelona who are organizing public guided tour
interventions, aimed at rescuing subaltern historical voices that have
been silenced through dominant narratives. The resistance of the par-
ticipants to officially endorsed attractions in such tours, perceived by
the originators of Tactical Tourism as instances of performative art, ulti-
mately eventuates in the production of newly ‘‘hotly’’ authenticated
(alternative) attractions. This project provides substantive evidence of
the potential of ‘‘hotly’’ authenticated alternative tourism attractions
to subvert ‘‘coolly’’ authenticated sites and events. Such performative
acts offer a window into the complex politics in which the dynamics
of authentication are often implicated.
The Politics of Authentication

‘‘Authentication’’ is not a neutral procedure, but subject to contro-
versy and contestation. Like any other process that creates symbolic
goods, it is subject to conflicts of interest and hence implicated in
the political process. Bruner (2005, p. 150) argued that a ‘‘fundamen-
tal question . . . is not whether an object or site is authentic, but rather
who has the authority to authenticate . . .[t]his is a matter of power’’.
We suggest that the nature of that power is different in each of the
two modes of authentication. It tends to be more specific in ‘‘cool,’’
and more diffuse in ‘‘hot’’ authentication. Hence the dynamics of
the politics of authentication will typically differ in each mode. In
the case of ‘‘cool’’ authentication, the power to authenticate is gener-
ally vested in some individuals, recognized as ‘‘experts’’, or in certain
highly formalized and institutionalized positions, which thereby gain
a high degree of unassailable ‘‘hegemony’’ over their field of
competence, such as in the authentication of the genuineness of doc-
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uments, of the competence of persons or establishments to perform
certain professional procedures, of the originality of works of art or
of archaeological artifacts or of the genuineness of ethnic customs or
events. The ‘‘political’’ question regarding ‘‘cool’’ authentication is
how this power is obtained and how it is exercised or contested.

It seems to be generally taken for granted in tourism studies that the
power to (‘‘coolly’’) authenticate tourist attractions is exercised ‘‘from
above’’ by some national or international agency. An important exam-
ple of such power is that of UNESCO, which has achieved a hegemonic
position in the domain of ‘‘cool’’ authentication and demarcation of
natural or cultural sites as ‘‘World Heritage Sites (WHS)’’ on a global
scale. The supposed advantages of a WHS site gave rise to a world-wide
politics of WHS nominations. This enabled the leading UNESCO offi-
cials to exercise their authenticating power in the selection, preserva-
tion and conservation of the potential sites from a basically
Occidentalist perspective, often overriding national or local prefer-
ences or interests (Hitchcock, King & Parnwell, 2010). Other global
institutions might also assert powers of ‘‘cool’’ authentication, but, as
the following examples will show, such power is in some instances
not fully institutionalized.

International medical travelers are highly dependent on the accred-
itation of foreigner-oriented hospitals in non-Western countries for
making their choice of a reliable place for treatment. Accreditation
authenticates the competence of these hospitals and of their medical
staff (Cook, 2010). There are some well-established accrediting agen-
cies, such as the Joint Commission International, whose accreditations
enjoy considerable credibility. With the growing demand of hospitals
seeking to be accredited, however, some leading non-Western medical
travel hubs created their own accrediting organizations. The reliability
of the accreditations of some of the smaller ones has been deemed sus-
pect by Western experts. However, there exists no global authority that
regulates or authorizes accreditators (Cohen, 2010, p. 231), opening
the field to the creation of ever more accrediting institutions, and to
a consequent contestation of their authority. Similar issues exist within
environmental schemes, wherein a lack of agreed standards at an inter-
national level has prevented any single accreditating body from achiev-
ing a widely recognized status on a global scale (Font, 2002).

Since in the domain of tourism there exist few independent authen-
ticating institutions on the global level, the power to authenticate tour-
ist attractions tends to be consolidated in the hands of national
governments, which often exercise it ‘‘from above’’, with little consid-
eration for local opinions and attitudes. Thus, for example, Zhongdian
County in China was ‘‘coolly’’ authenticated as the ‘‘real Shangri-La’’
by the Yunnan Economy and Technology Research Center, and conse-
quently renamed as Shangri-La County in 2002 by the Chinese govern-
ment, resulting in a large boost in tourism receipts (Kolås, 2004). This
can be seen as an exploitation by the authorities of the preceding
‘‘hot’’ authentication of the locality by mainly Western tourists, based
on James Hilton’s 1933 novel Lost Horizon, a work that described a
fictional utopia, called Shangri-La, in the Tibetan mountains. The
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‘‘cool’’ authentication of Zhongdian as Shangri-La, however, was detri-
mental to other Chinese tourist destinations, such as the Yading Nature
Reserve and Lijiang town, which had been competing to attract tourists
through their own unauthenticated claims to be the ‘‘true’’ site of
Shangri-La (Llamas & Belk, 2011).

The official, ‘‘cool’’ authentication of Zhongdian illustrates how
‘‘tradition’’ is negotiable and subject to often politically motivated
invention. As Bendix (1989, p. 132) notes in discussing the ‘‘invention
of tradition’’, ‘‘[t]raditions are always defined in the present, and the
actors doing the defining are not concerned about whether scholars
will perceive a given festival or piece of art [or even place] as genuine
or spurious but whether the manifestation will accomplish for them
what they intend it to accomplish.’’ Disputes and conflicts may there-
fore arise, as they do in China and elsewhere, regarding the question
of who has the power to authenticate.

Owing partly to the weakness of formal procedures in the domain of
tourism, the politics of ‘‘cool’’ authentication are often rife with con-
troversy. Xie (2011) observes that the power to authenticate ethnic cul-
tures in China is bound up with tensions amongst stakeholders,
including the government, the ethnic communities, tourism businesses
and the tourists themselves. This seems to indicate a growing resistance
to the Chinese authorities’ tendency to monopolize that power.

‘‘Cooly’’ authenticating procedures deployed by experts and institu-
tions are sometimes contested by other experts, leading to controver-
sies regarding the authenticity of given objects, sites or events; such
controversies are especially common with regard to pieces of art or
archaeological finds. Though at surface level they seem to be of a tech-
nical or purely scientific nature, such controversies are often based on
political motives or considerations. A good example of such politically
inspired controversies is the one involving the so-called Ramkhamha-
eng Stele in Thailand. In the 1830s the future King Rama IV (Mong-
kut) claimed to have discovered a stone inscription, purportedly
written by King Ramkhamhaeng of the old Siamese kingdom of Sukho-
thai. The inscription ‘‘has been regarded by scholars to date from the
13th century and to be the oldest record of the Thai language and cul-
ture . . . thus becoming the principal icon of national identity’’ (Glover,
2006, p. 28). That authentication remained undisputed up to the
1980s, when a raucous dispute broke out among Thai scholars on its
authenticity (Chamberlain, 1991). Glover (2006, p. 28) notes that a
leading Thai archaeologist,
‘‘[W]as the first to question its antiquity and argued on epigraphic,
linguistic and contextual grounds that the inscription could not be
earlier than the 15th century. It has also been suggested that the
inscription has been made on the order of King Rama IV in order
to demonstrate the antiquity and the ‘modern’ nature of the Thai
kingdom at a time when it was coming under pressure from Western
colonial powers’’.
Though this dispute was framed in scientific terms, it had political
overtones: ‘‘Bureaucratic scholars—especially those in the Fine Arts
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Department [associated with the monarchist establishment]—stick to
the theory put forward by Rama IV’’ (Hongthong, 2003), against
academics less committed to the establishment’s version of Thai
history.

Despite the continuous dispute, the stele with the inscription was in
2003 added to UNESCO’s World Heritage list (Hongthong, 2003), an
achievement reflecting the influence of the conservative scholars on
global cultural institutions. Those scholars ‘‘after the announcement
by UNESCO demanded archaeologists, historians and other scholars
to stop being skeptical’’ (ibid), thus using the UNESCO listing as the
ultimate authentication of the inscription. But academic scholars con-
tinue to question its purported origins, putting forward various alterna-
tive theories (ibid). These are not necessarily intended to de-
authenticate the inscription, but to re-posit it into another historical
context. ‘‘Cool’’ authentication is thus not a once-for-ever, definitive
act; it is subject to revision, which might affect an authenticated object,
site or event’s status as a tourist attraction.

The politics of ‘‘hot’’ authentication differ significantly in their
dynamics from those of its ‘‘cool’’ counterpart. Since ‘‘hot’’ authenti-
cation is diffuse and reiterative, there are often no identifiable individ-
uals or institutions whose authenticating authority could be contested
or denied. The diffuse nature of ‘‘hot’’ authentication does not, how-
ever, imply that performative acts of authentication take place outside
of a power structure. Quite to the contrary, seemingly spontaneous per-
formances of ‘‘hot’’ authentication, may be encouraged or opposed
for political reasons, especially in order to contest or resist competing
political claims or interests.

Consequently, ‘‘hotly’’ authenticated sites could be subject to
exploitation, debunked or subjected to restrictive measures by out-
side forces, to serve different interests. The Medjugorje Marian appa-
ritions are a good case in point. As the popularity of the Medjugorje
site grew prior to the collapse of Yugoslavia, the Communist author-
ities have at first sought to repress it (Bax, 1991, p. 30). While the
Franciscan fathers lent the belief in the apparitions their support,
the Catholic hierarchy opposed it; the local bishop nominated a
commission to investigate their ‘‘authenticity,’’ but the commission
failed to submit any conclusions (ibid, p. 38). After Yugoslavia’s col-
lapse, the discourse about the site changed from religious to nation-
alist, at it came to be exploited as an icon of Croatian nationalism
(Skrbiš, 2005). The Holy See, which had never officially recognized
the apparitions, became eventually involved in the issue of their
veracity: in 2010 it ordered the Congregation of the Doctrine of
the Faith to put up an investigating commission (Catholic News
Agency, 2010), thus creating the prospect of complementing the
site’s popular ‘‘hot’’ authentication, with an authoritative ‘‘cool’’
one. This raises an interesting question: how will the present
‘‘hot’’ authentication of the apparitions be affected if the Congrega-
tion ultimately refuses to ‘‘coolly’’ authenticate them?
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CONCLUSION

In this article we sought to re-orient the current discussion of
authenticity in the tourism literature from the examination of the nat-
ure of tourist experiences to the more sociological problem of the
sources of authentication of tourist attractions. Its principal innovative
argument can be summarized in four interconnected points. First, we
conceptualized two analytically distinct, but practically often intersect-
ing, modes of authentication of tourist attractions, ‘‘cool’’ and ‘‘hot.’’
While authoritative, declarative ‘‘cool’’ authentication is implicit in dis-
cussions of authentication in the literature, ‘‘hot’’ authentication is a
new idea. We therefore dwelt at length on its basic properties and
explicated the performative social processes through which the
‘‘hot’’ authentication of an attraction is established, maintained and
augmented. The principal mechanisms by which these processes oper-
ate involve an imbrication of visitors in the attraction, the reiteration of
emotive expressions through ritual practices of devotion and venera-
tion, and their external manifestation in material symbols, such as
offerings and inscriptions, which in turn serve to augment the ‘‘hot’’
authentication of the attraction.

Second, we suggested that each of these modes is conducive to one
of the two principal types of authentic personal experiences discussed
in the literature: the ‘‘cool’’ mode to the experience of objective
authenticity, the ‘‘hot’’ to the experience of existential authenticity.

Third, we argued that these modes of authentication constitute the
respective dynamics of tourism attractions in contrasting ways: ‘‘cool’’
authentication tends to lead to the stagnation or ‘‘museumization’’ of
attractions; in contrast ‘‘hot’’ authentication, requiring continual
(re)enactment, will typically lead to a dynamic process of perpetual
transformation, or augmentation, of the attraction.

Finally, we turned to the crucial question of who is authorized to
authenticate tourist attractions, and uncovered issues of power and
authority in the politics of authentication processes. By detailing the
comparative dynamics and interactions of the two modes of authentica-
tion in a number of actual situations involving the establishment of
tourist attractions, we illustrated how authentication is contested and
subject to controversy between conflicting interests. Such issues flare
up particularly in instances in which processes of ‘‘cool’’ and ‘‘hot’’
authentication clash.

A conceptual article proposing a new perspective on the study of
authenticity does have limitations: it cannot effectively deal with all
the intricacies of authentication of every kind of tourist attraction.
We have in particular abstained from discussing the possible (hot)
authentication of overtly staged, contrived attractions, such as Disney
World (Moore, 1980), and some other long-established popular theme
parks, which arguably have become part of American heritage. We also
did not address the complex problem of popular post-modern, make-
believe, ludic attractions, such as Santa Claus’ circumpolar abodes
(Pretes, 1995) or the Burning Man festival in the Black Rock Desert
in Nevada (Kozinets, 2002; Sherry and Kozinets, 2007), which are
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explicitly contrived, and hence neither ‘‘coolly’’ nor ‘‘hotly’’ authenti-
cated, but may nonetheless elicit subjective experiences of authenticity.
An analysis of such attractions would demand a consideration of the
wider problem of the status of authenticity (and hence authentication)
in post-modern understandings of tourism, which lies beyond the
immediate aims of this article.

In conclusion, our analysis has at least two wider implications for
tourism studies. The first is for tourism-related place representation.
Sharply contrasting ‘‘cool’’ authentication claims may lead to contests
between different representations of a locality; ‘‘hot’’ authentication,
as a spontaneous process, often engenders blurred and diffuse repre-
sentations, which may co-exist with one another; but its vagueness of-
ten enables the authorities, or other ‘‘coolly’’ authenticating agents,
to prioritize one representation of the locality over others, as the exam-
ple of Medjugorje demonstrates. In this sense, the modes of authenti-
cation are inextricably linked to how places are identified and how
these identifications may be contested.

The second implication concerns the future discourse of authentic-
ity in tourism scholarship. Although our present exposition, owing to a
dearth of empirical research, was necessarily speculative and drew
where possible on secondary data, we hope that the conceptual basis
we have developed will open new avenues of empirical research. Whilst
further studies should not discard the leverage that socio-psychological
uses of the concept of authenticity have given us in understanding tour-
ist experiences, there remains a clear need for future research that fo-
cuses on the nuanced social, political and cultural processes through
which tourist attractions are authenticated.
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